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and sometimes diametrically opposite views. When legisla-
tion is on the anvil of discussion the party in power tries to
satisfy the opposition by making the measure less unac-
ceptable and less offensive, by accepting certain amend-
ments moved by the opposition. This creates a larger
number of people who accept tho legislation and abide by it
peacefully which they would not have probably done
without those amendments. This is all compromise and it
certainly imparts strength to the administration. Our
every day actions depend largely upon compromise and we
find it the best way to win popular support. In fact we
cannot do away with compromise, and i£ it is an evil it
is a very necessary evil. It will not require much effort
to realise that compromise imparts strength arid obstinacy
weakness to a government.
But there have been cases, like thoso of the leagues of
the medieval period and the  pro-War Austro-Hungarian
Empire, which proved failures owing to weaknesses.    The
reason of these failures has, as has already been remarked
and   amply   shown in  the previous   chapter,  invariably
been   the   absence   o£    the    material   and  environments
favourable to  the application of federal principles.   The
palm will not grow on the Himalayas, the banana will not
sprout   in  the   deserts   of    Arabia,   the    lion   will   not
find Sahara a habitable place, nor the kangaroo will live
long in Kashmir, so will   federalism not thrive in a country
where the need for it is not manifest nor the circumstances
favourable. Statesmen and politicians like the Botanist, the
Horticulturist, and the Zoologist have failed to grow federa-
lism in a country unsuitable to its growth.   Evidently there
are limitations to the success of all forms of polity including
the federal type, but limitations are by no means, at least
they ought not to be so interpreted, the sources of weakness.
The tendency has of late been to     outlaw war, to
create international sympathies and thus to bestow the

